
The Long Island City super broker, Silvette Julian brings us again a record breaking smashing new 
Penthouse at the View, 4630 Center Blvd on the waterfront.

Julian who holds the record for the sale of the two most expensive penthouses ever sold in Long 
Island City Queens continue to push the boundaries. “I sold them the unit few years ago. They put 
so much works and customization and heart into this place. We’re just following the market. You 
would pay triple for this penthouse across the water. I think its fabulous deal".

On April 18th, The New York Times featured the story about the listing:

http://wwhttp://www.nytimes.com/2014/04/20/nyregion/the-king-can-no-longer-afford-queens.html

In the beginning of April, Curbed featured the listing as it first hit market.

http://ny.curbed.com/archives/2014/04/02/this_5388m_unit_-
just_became_queens_most_expensive_condo.php

Today, Julian is hosting first marketing event for full preview for the spectacular 2108 Square Feet 
with outdoors and exceptional finishes.

The event is scheduled for Thursday May 1st, 5 -7:30pm

About Nest Seekers International
Nest Seekers International is a modern real estate firm built on the power of new ideas. Considered game changers in the rapNest Seekers International is a modern real estate firm built on the power of new ideas. Considered game changers in the rap-
idly expanding global real estate marketplace, Nest Seekers International thrives on creativity, collaboration and dedicated 
client service. Nest Seekers brokers and agents listen carefully to clients and collaborate to achieve success while building last-
ing, meaningful relationships. Innovation and ingenuity drive Nest Seekers passion for real estate and the only acceptable out-
come is extraordinary success.Nest Seekers International continues to expand with over 600 team members and partners 
around the globe. With 15 office locations in Manhattan, Brooklyn, Long Island City, The Hamptons, Miami and now Beverly 
Hills, Nest Seekers International has emerged as a leading global real estate firm.
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